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Southern Report
Zero to Pig within 6
months
14 October 2021
Three ticks: Two pigs and a
feral cat, sounds a bit like a tall
tale, well maybe it is, that was
the results from a first trip to
Moonie for a first time hunter.
Having only joined CWM less
than 6 months ago at the March
2021 accreditation course,
which I attended to see what
CWM stood for, and its aims.
Apart from the excellent and
important information delivered;
the two main take-aways from
the accreditation course were –
you are going to spend money,
and you are going to need a
bigger rifle.
My Lithgow LA102 .223 would
be fine for small to medium
targets, but something larger
like a .243 was needed for
larger feral animals in order for
a quick and ethical dispatch.
So the hunt began for a bigger
caliber rifle, what to get? There
are so many options on caliber,
type of action, barrel length,
barrel weight, timber or
synthetic stock.

In the end it was an easy
choice, I chanced upon a Sako
75 hunter in .308 in excellent
condition from the friend of an
uncle who wasn’t shooting it
anymore. After my first trip to
Belmont range to try it out, I
understood immediately why,
the butt pad was hard as nails,
and after about 10 rounds off

the bench, I didn’t want to shoot
it either. What the hell had I
bought!!
A few days and phone calls
later I found a gunsmith who
fitted a new & softer recoil pad,
wow what a difference. After
the next trip to the Belmont
range I came home without
feeling like I had been in

motorcycle crash, more
importantly I had completed the
qualifying shoot for CWM with
the heavy caliber rifle.

some inspiration from speaking
with other CWM members on
skills weekends, an application
to go on the September Moonie

short drive and recce of a
couple of waterholes looking for
recent sign, we parked up and
set out for an afternoon walk in

project for 6 days was sent in.
A short time later the project
calendar was sent out, all good,
looks like I’m going to Moonie.
The supplied directions where
helpful, as was the pre trip
phone call to Ted, the trip
leader who gave valuable
insight as to what to expect.

the bush. We walked around
for what seemed like a couple
of hours through the scrub,
there was a lot of pig sign
around but none of it was fresh.

The next order of business was
to get the completed targets off
to Ken to complete the CWM
qualification process. Within a
few days I had an email back
saying – you are good to go on
CMW projects. Better get on
the phone to Owen about the
upcoming feral control project
to get in some field practice,
have you got room for one
more?
I had been on one feral control
Saturday with Owen previously
as an observer only. We got to
practice some navigational
skills walking around in the
bush and at night we used
thermal imagers from the back
of Owens well set up Ute.
We did not have any success
on the culling of any feral
animals, however the training
on the equipment & techniques
was invaluable.
The second trip to the Ripley
range property for feral animal
control was another afternoon
walk and a night of practice
using a thermal monocular.
This time I did get to carry
around the rifle and see how it
felt on the shoulder and
practice bringing it up to aim.
Again no action, just a few
Kangaroo’s and hares around.
So now I’d been to two skills
weekends and two feral control
nights, I’d been approved to go
onto CWM projects, was I
ready to go on a project, did I
need more practice, how does
it all work? I was still feeling
very green.
If you never go, you’ll never
know! So with that in mind and

On arrival it was a quick set up,
sign in, and briefing on the
project and property and meet
and greet with the other team
members. Adrian was the first
to put his hand up to volunteer
to show the new guy around.
So we were off for a walk
around the river system, after a
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Then out of nowhere a quick
flash of colour in the trees and
gone. It meant there was at
least one pig around. A short
time later I bumped three pigs
from under some low bush who
took off at great speed, I didn’t
even get a chance to raise my
rifle and they were gone.
BANG, I heard to my right,
Adrian had got one that was
slow to leave when the others
ran away.
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It was a good shot on a
medium sized sow.
Back at camp, we had a debrief
with the other team members
and a quick dinner before
setting out for some night time
hunting. Neil offered me the
chance to ride along with him
and Mick for the night, which I
gladly accepted. I jumped in
the back seat and off we went
for some spot lighting - or so I
thought.
Thermal scanner on a roof
mount and a red cellophane
covered dash mounted screen,
Neil set off down the track
barely above idle, scanning the
fields each side of the track.
Not more than five minutes in
and we spotted a pig up ahead,
well it looked like it was up
ahead because that where the
screen is, but which way was
the scanner looking?
A green laser traced a line to
the target and then
disappeared, no need to
spotlight when you have a
thermal scope, Neil lined up his
.308 and a flash instantly lights
up the night, one mean looking
boar is not going to cause any
more damage.
We motored off again into the
blackness, searching left &
right, a heat signature appears
on the screen and Neil slows
the vehicle and we patiently
watch it and identify it, a lone
pig.
Mick has a handheld thermal
and we exit the vehicle and
stalk down the track ahead to
get closer, there it is feeding
around some bush, the wind is
right as we approach. It is my
turn to have the shot, mind is
racing, torch on, good sight
picture, aim for vitals, hold
steady, breathe, squeeze,

CRACK, thump. There is a
flash and a squeal then fast
movement as the boar runs
across the road in front of us.
Are we getting charged? Is it
coming straight as us?, no it’s
gone right into the long grass.
We follow a blood trail and
track it down, soon after we find
a dead boar. Two pigs down
on the first night, my first ever!!
The boys dropped me back to
camp some time before
midnight so I could get some
shut eye while they continued
into the night until the early
hours, now I know why Mick
was sleeping in the afternoon.

Day three was a walk through
the scrub we had scouted on
day 1. This time I had Paul as
guide. We checked all along
the river banks and bush,
nearly completing our circuit.
We were only 100m or so from
Adrian’s day 1 Sow, when
almost like magic, a large Boar
appeared dead ahead - 50m or
so, rifle straight up to the
shoulder, aim, squeeze and the
150 grain .308 head shot did
the job. It was easy for me to
say it was the biggest boar I
had ever shot, as it was only
the second. He had a nasty set
of tusks and thick mud caked
flanks.

Day 2 was a walk around
another part of the property
getting the lay of the land with
no sightings. Early evening,
again I got the call up to ride
with Neil and Mick. It was a
cold night, much colder than
the night before. After driving
around for a while, we picked
up some heat signatures in the
paddock about 200m out.

That was a walk in the bush I
won’t be forgetting any time
soon. The next few days flew
by - a routine of afternoon
walks and night time spotting.
A feral cat was added to my
tally. The pigs where getting
smarter and staying away while
the other guys took some pigs
and a few more feral cats and
foxes out of circulation.

We all got out and stalked in
through the regrowth sorghum
to close the distance and get a
positive Identification. Under
red lights Neil whispered ‘there
are about 20 pigs around 30m
away’. We could hear the
crunching and stomping and
squealing. It sounded like they
were everywhere in the black
moonless night. I didn’t have
any Night vision so had no idea
where they were. A whispered
plan of attack was formulated. I
lowered the red beam of the
torch down, all I could see were
shadows of dead crop and
some black shapes moving
about. I couldn’t get a positive
sight picture, so I left it. Not to
worry Neil took care of three
and Mick got one.

It was really great for me to
have such a great group of
experienced guys on the
project who were willing to
share their years of wisdom
and knowledge of hunting and
bushcraft, but also made me
feel welcome, as a fellow
hunter.
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Damien Ticehurst

Central Report
Avocet – Worth the
Journey
Project Avocet is important to
the ongoing survival of the
Bridled Nailtail Wallaby
species, Onychogalea fraenata
(Gr. onyx = nail, gale = weasel,
L. Fraenum = bridle). It is
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“listed as Endangered in
Queensland (Nature
Conservation Act 1992) and
nationally (Commonwealth
Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999)”. 1
CWM works with a wide range
of partners (government, family
business and not-for-profit) to
reintroduce and protect this
wallaby on the Avocet Nature
Refuge. This includes fenced
enclosures and surrounding
areas. Target species include
foxes, cats, dogs (primary) and
rabbits and pigs (secondary).
Conservation activities also
include tracking, trapping and
observation.
My first Avocet trip was not long
after the early COVID lockdown
in 2020. Preferring to work in a
small group this distant project
seemed a good idea during the
re-opening. After another
journey to Avocet, I am
convinced CWM is making a
great contribution through

removal of target species. My
trips accounted for cats, rabbits
and pigs.

walking. Night vision
equipment is also useful for this
project.

The week-long projects at
Avocet usually involve setting
traps in the first few days,
monitoring traps and trails
during the project and
decommissioning them before
leaving. “Usually” because the
black soil on the property
means the weather needs a
careful watch for rain
throughout. Tracking, trapping
and
shooting
are
informed
by other
monitoring
activities
undertaken
by partners
at the
project.
Information
from their
trail
cameras
has been
quite
useful to
planning
activities.
Shooting
includes
static,
driving and

Selection of trap baits is an
interesting aside, with some
delicacies apparently attractive
to the wallabies! This is a
reminder that traps need to be
carefully set and regularly
inspected. Rabbit carcasses
can be used as bait for traps.
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CWM members with tracking
knowledge and skills should
enjoy the challenges on offer.
The key is to use knowledge of
target species recent behaviour
to gain useful information for
trapping and hunting.
For observers of nature there is
plenty on offer: fauna, flora,
geology and anthropology. On
one patrol we had the rare
opportunity to observe a snake
track after seeing it cross the
road. Surprisingly it wasn’t the
expected sequence of “C”
shaped marks but something
closer to a lizard’s without the
foot prints.
Project Avocet is around 10
hours of driving from either
Brisbane or Cairns, but well
worth the effort. Its location
makes Avocet a great place to
meet CWM members from
other regions. Out of sight
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certainly shouldn’t mean out of
mind.
Andrew King

Far North Report
Skills weekend
27-30 AUGUST
In late August Bob Knight and I
ran a skills weekend on the
Einasleigh Uplands Project,
focusing on foundation hunting
and shooting skills. The topics
selected were based on areas
of difficulty we’d observed
during accreditation courses
and our monthly CWM range
shoots. We restricted
attendance to eight due to the
limited facilities on site and this
worked out pretty well. Most
participants came from the

Cairns area but two travelled up
from Townsville.
Everyone arrived late Friday
afternoon and after setting up
camp I inducted new members
to the project, then everyone
was briefed on the weekend’s
activities and we conducted a
thermal familiarisation session.
On Saturday morning Bob led a
session on optics including
proper adjustment, parallax,
and selecting the right
magnification based on range,
target and vegetation, and
everyone had the opportunity to
confirm zero. We then split into
two groups. One group
conducted a navigation
exercise including route
planning, map-to-ground
orientation, use of compass in
both open and close country,
measuring distance covered,

and using the Go To function
on a GPS. The other group did
a snap shooting exercise in
field conditions, engaging
SSAA pig targets offhand at 25,
50, 75 and 100 metres, firing
two or three shots in 10
seconds at each range. After
lunch the groups swapped
activities.
When the snap shooting and
navigation were finished, Bob
facilitated a session on use and
operation of UHF radios. After
dinner we split into three
groups of three and conducted
thermal/spotlighting in different
areas of the project: success
was achieved with one cat
culled.
Early Sunday morning three
groups went out again and a
pig was taken on the southern
reaches on the project. After
returning to camp we
participated in a cat trapping
workshop. This was run by
Ritchie the professional trapper
who works the property and
covered the practical, legal and
ethical considerations of using
leg-hold traps. All participants
had the opportunity to site and
lay a trap, which Ritchie then
critiqued us on. The process,
discipline and time needed to
successfully trap cats was an
eye-opener to many: the project
has a good supply of traps and
accessories on-site so we hope
to have some success during
future visits.
The workshop signified the end
of the training and those who
had to get back to work on
Monday departed. A few
others stayed behind on
Sunday and Monday for project
familiarisation and the
opportunity to cull some more
feral animals, and a couple
more pigs were taken.
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Feedback was very positive
with the interaction and
contribution of all participants
during each of the sessions
terrific.
We hope to run two of these a
year so if any of the Far North
folks have topics they’d like to
see covered, please let Bob or
me know.
I’ll try to arrange a sponsor’s
prize for the best snap shooter
next time!
John Paterson
Cairns Area Coordinator
(Picture Bob Knight (L) checks
Leigh Kirton’s navigation planning)

_________________________

Building a Bush
Heritage Barracks
Over three busy long weekends
in September and October,
CWM members in their dual
role as Bush Heritage Australia
(BHA) volunteers, donated their
time and expertise to construct
a new barracks accommodation
facility on Yourka Reserve
(Einasleigh Uplands Project).
Our members came from far

and wide: the Gold Coast,
Townsville, Atherton
Tablelands, Cassowary Coast
and Cairns.
Reserve manager Paul and
BHA volunteer coordinator
Leanne said the barracks had
been in the plan for over a
decade, but just couldn’t be
delivered due to labour costs.
Capital costs were funded by
generous BHA donors and our
members answered the call for
workers. Led by maestro and
licensed builder Colin, a team

of 15 turned a bare slab into
four rooms and an open plan
laundry/kitchen area. Days
were long but fortunately the
weather was generally benign,
although on some days the roof
team really suffered with the
glare and reflected heat. Well
done fellas! BHA provided
smoko, lunch and dinner each
day for the hungry workers: a
big thanks to Leanne and Beth.
When not too tired, some of the
team were able to get out in the
cool of the morning or late
afternoon and several pigs and
a wild dog were removed: cats
were seen but again proved to
be elusive. Last wet season
seems to have favoured both
native and feral breeding, with
many sightings of emu,
wallaby, pig and wild dog family
groups.
The barracks will be used to
accommodate employed BHA
staff, volunteers and donor
visits. CWM groups will also
have access to the facility when
not being used by others.
That our dual volunteers could
finally help this project to
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fruition is a testament to the
great relationship enjoyed by
CWM and BHA. We hope to
see more members on the
ground to continue our
eradication efforts.
John Paterson
Cairns Coordinator/Einasleigh
Project leader

General articles,
stories, tips
Don’t underestimate
rabbits: these
powerful pests
threaten more native
wildlife than cats or
foxes
In inland Australia, rabbits have
taken a severe toll on native
wildlife since they were
introduced in 1859. They may
be small, but today rabbits are
a key threat to 322 species of
Australia’s at-risk plants and
animals — more than twice the
number of species threatened
by cats or foxes.

For example, research shows
even just one rabbit in two
hectares of land can solely
destroy every regenerating
sheoak seedling. Rabbits are
also responsible for the historic
declines of the iconic southern
hairy-nosed wombat and red
kangaroo.
Our latest research looked at
the conservation benefits
following the introduction of
three separate biocontrols used
to manage rabbits in Australia
over the 20th Century — all
three were stunningly
successful and resulted in
enormous benefits to
conservation.
But today, rabbits are
commonly ignored or
underestimated, and aren’t
given appropriate attention in
conservation compared to
introduced predators like cats
and foxes. This needs to
change.
Why rabbits are such a
serious problem
Simply put, rabbits are a major
problem for Australian
ecosystems because they
destroy huge numbers of

critical regenerating seedlings
over more than half the
continent.
Rabbits can prevent the longterm regeneration of trees and
shrubs by continually eating
young seedlings. This keeps
ecosystems from ever reaching
their natural, pre-rabbit forms.
This has immense flow-on
effects for the availability of
food for plant-eating animals,
for insect abundance, shelter
and predation.
Grazing competition from
rabbits has been attributed to
the decline of southern hairynosed wombats.
In some ecosystems, rabbits
have prevented the
regeneration of plant
communities for 130 years,
resulting in shrub populations of
only old, scattered individuals.
These prolonged impacts may
undermine the long-term
success of conservation
programs to reintroduce
mammals to the wild.
Things are particularly dire in
arid Australia where, in drought
years, rabbits can eat a high
proportion of the vegetation that
grows, leaving little food for
native animals. Arid vegetation
is slow growing and doesn’t
regenerate often as rainfall is
infrequent. This means rabbits
can have a severe toll on
wildlife by swiftly eating young
trees and shrubs soon after
they emerge from the ground.
Rabbits eat a high proportion of
regenerating vegetation even
when their population is at
nearly undetectable levels. For
example, it took the complete
eradication of rabbits from the
semi-arid TGB Osborn reserve
in South Australia, before most
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tree and shrub species could
regenerate.

out three different biocontrols
last century:

Rabbits also spread weeds,

cause soil erosion and reduce
the ability of soil to absorb
moisture and support
vegetation growth.


myxomatosis (an infectious
rabbit disease), released in
1950

If you control prey, you
control predators
When restoring ecosystems,
particularly in arid Australia, it’s
common for land managers to
heavily focus on managing
predators such as wild dogs,
cats and foxes, while ignoring
rabbits. While predator
management is important,
neglecting rabbit control may
mean Australia’s unique fauna
is still destined to decline.



Wild dogs, cats and foxes eat a
lot of rabbits in arid Australia
and can limit their populations
when rabbit numbers are low.
A common argument against
rabbit control is that wilds dogs,
cats and foxes will turn to
eating native species in the
absence of rabbits. But this
argument is unfounded.
Wild dogs, cats and foxes may
turn from rabbits to native
species in the immediate shortterm. But, research has also
shown fewer rabbits ultimately
lead to declines in dog, cat and
fox numbers, as they are
starved of their major food
source. Culling rabbits starves
feral predators of their major
food source.

European rabbit fleas (as a
vector of myxomatosis),
released in 1968
Various strains of rabbit
hemorrhagic disease, with the
first release in 1995.
Each lead to unprecedented
reductions in the number of
rabbits across Australia.
Rabbits eventually built up a
tolerance to biocontrols.
Despite the minor interest in
conservation at the time, the
spread of myxomatosis led to
widespread regeneration in
sheoaks for over five years,
before rabbit numbers built
back up. Red kangaroo
populations increased so much
that landholders were suddenly
“involved in a shooting war with
hordes of kangaroos invading
their properties”, according to a
newspaper report at the time.
Following the introduction of the
European rabbit flea, native
grasses became prolific along
the Mount Lofty Ranges, South

Australia. Similarly, southern
hairy-nosed wombats and
swamp wallabies expanded
their ranges.
By the time rabbit hemorrhagic
disease was introduced in
1995, interest in conservation
and the environment had grown
and conservation benefits were
better recorded.
Native vegetation regenerated
over enormous spans of land,
including native pine, needle
bush, umbrella wattle, witchetty
bush and twin-leaved emu
bush. This regeneration was
so significant across large parts
of the Simpson and Strzelecki
Deserts, it could be seen from
space.
When rabbits were controlled,
the number of red kangaroos
doubled. Red kangaroos
became two to three times
more abundant, and multiple
species of desert rodent and a
small marsupial carnivore
(dusky hopping mouse, spinifex
hopping mouse, plains rat,
crest-tailed mulgara) all
expanded their ranges. But
each time, after 10 to 20 years,
the biocontrols stop working so
well, as rabbits eventually built

Regrowth could be seen from
space
An effective way to deal with
rabbits is to release biocontrol
agents - natural enemies of
rabbits, such as viruses or
parasites. Our research
reviewed the effects of rolling
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up a tolerance to the diseases.

The Conversation
October 21, 2021

So what should we do today?
Today, there are an estimated
150-200 million rabbits in
Australia, we need to be on the
front foot to manage this crisis.
This means researchers should
continually develop new
biocontrols — which are clearly
astonishingly successful.
But this isn’t the only solution.
The use of biocontrols must be
integrated with conventional
rabbit management techniques,
including destroying warrens
(burrow networks) and
harbours (above-ground rabbit
shelters), baiting, fumigation,
shooting and trapping.
Land managers have a major
part to play in restoring
Australia’s arid ecosystems,
too. Land managers are
required by law to control
invasive pests such as rabbits,
and this must occur humanely
using approved and recognised
methods.
They, and researchers, must
take rabbit management
seriously and give it equal, if
not more, attention than feral
cats and foxes. It all starts with
a greater awareness of the
problem, so we stop
underestimating these small,
but powerful, pests.

Pat Taggart
Adjunct Fellow, UNSW.
Brian Cooke
Adjunct Associate Professor,
University of Canberra
The authors would like to
acknowledge the significant
contribution of Dr Graeme
Finlayson from Bush Heritage
Australia, who is the lead
author of the published study.
https://theconversation.com/do
nt-underestimate-rabbits-thesepowerful-pests-threaten-morenative-wildlife-than-cats-orfoxes-168288

Some SSAA national
websites and CWM
Facebook URLs

tv Tips on cooking (Hunting the
menu), shooting and general
items like reloading and buying
and cleaning rifles.
SSAA Gun sales
https://ssaagunsales.com/
Buying and selling at $10 for
SSAA members.
SSAA prize competitions
https://www.ssaa.org.au/ourmedia/competition/ - check as
some prizes are only for Hunter
or handgun magazine
subscribers.
You can even read your latest
SSAA magazine online
https://ssaa.org.au/publications/
australian-shooter
SSAA Link has sad story of
starving roos during the drought
https://vimeo.com/317189198
The Qld SSAA also has a
website https://ssaaqld.org.au/
and

https://www.ssaa.org.au/ If you
have the time to read some of
the info available to us, it is
easier to have informed
discussions with non-shooters
to break down their
perceptions.

Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/ssaa
qld

Facebook national
https://www.facebook.com/ssaa
national/

Australian Women's Shooter
https://www.ssaa.org.au/ourmedia/our-publications/womenshooter/

SSAA TV
https://www.ssaa.org.au/ssaa-
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CWM Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/cwm
qld/
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Upcoming Activity Dates
Our calendar of activity dates is now published on our web site. Please go to:

http://cwm.ssaaqld.org.au/2013/index.php/calendar/2021-calendar
CWM Contacts
http://cwm.ssaaqld.org.au/2013/index.php/contacts

Our Supporters
The businesses listed below support us in different ways, whether it is through direct discounts to
members, donations to the Christmas Shoot, or items loaned for field use.
When purchasing items from these businesses please be sure to mention you are a Conservation
and Wildlife Member (CWM) for discounts where applicable.
_______________________________________________________________________________
SHARP EDGE
Knife Sales
www.asharpedgeqld.com

Queensland Shooters Supplies
Ph: 3202 2111
Or for the indoor range: 07 3812 1184
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